History

Addendum

2001 ~ 2011
The meeting was held June 15, 2001, at the Hotel Bayerischer Hof, Munich, Germany.

It was announced that the new college webpage will allow each Section to display their Section’s page under the umbrella of the College. An Ad Hoc Committee was appointed to establish the ICD Webpage. The International College voted to adopt the domain name www.icd.org from Section I. It was recommended to the Central Office to request from the Officers of each Section their correct addresses, telephone/fax numbers and e-mail addresses.

Possibly increase the Capitation Fee to the College in the amount of US $5.00; Sections were to report the impact on their Section to the College in 2002.

Changes to Section 20 were:
- Vietnam, Region 23 relocated to Region 31
- Malaysia, Region 25 relocated to Region 33
- China and Hong Kong be identified as 22A and 22B.
The meeting was held at the Sheraton New Orleans Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana on October 16 and 17, 2002. This was the beginning of scheduled two-day meetings each year.

President Lanctis, the author of the recently approved College Motto and Mission Statement, paid tribute to Master Fellow William Hawkins and presented him with a Presidential Citation for his seminal work as College editor.

The Constitution and Bylaws Committee added to The Bylaws, Article V, Section 8. The “History Committee” will annually record the history of the College and provide information to the members at least every five (5) years by a published document or over the ICD website.

A Bylaw change was approved to add an “Information and Technology Committee” with four (4) members each having a three year term.

Many proposed actions were approved to evaluate and improve College communications. The establishment of a Communications Committee, recommended by President Lanctis, was approved, for initial implementation on an Ad Hoc basis.

A Strategic Thinking Session (also introduced for the first time by the President) produced a number of valuable reports for consideration by Council. This activity is to be made a permanent feature of future Council meetings.

The framework for an Annual Performance and Evaluation system for the Central Office was also further developed.

A new Central Office Administrator was introduced, Mary Jo Webster, who began her employment with the ICD in February of 2000.
Richard A. Smith was appointed as the new Editor of the Globe.
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OFFICERS:
President - Minoru Horiuchi, USA
President Elect - Ramon Castillo, Peru
Vice President - Lon D. Carroll, USA
Treasurer - James P. Kerrigan, USA
Editor - Richard A. Smith, USA
Secretary General - Robert E. Brady, USA
Deputy Secretary General - George D. Selfridge, USA

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL:
Section I USA    William R. Clitheroe
Section I USA    Donald E. Compaan
Section I USA    Anthony L. Di Mango
Section I USA    Donald E. Johnson
Section I USA    John B. Lathrop
Section I USA    Emanuel W. Michaels
Section I USA    Thomas D. Pryse
Section I USA    Richard A. Shick
Section I USA    Charles M. Simons
Section I USA    Charles L. Siroky
Section II CANADA C. Filippo Cappa
Section II CANADA Gary W. Lunn
Section III MEXICO Antonio Bello
Section IV SOUTH AMERICA Manfred Seidemann
Section V EUROPE   B. David Glynn
Section V EUROPE   Frans H.M. Kroon
Section V EUROPE   Peter K. Pre
Section VI INDIA   Anil Kohli
Section VII JAPAN Norinaga Moriyama
Section VII JAPAN Yoshinori Satoh
Section VIII AUSTRALASIAN Geoffrey C. Hall
Section IX PHILIPPINE Luis F. Orosa
Section X MIDDLE EAST Levon Karjian
Section XI KOREA   Woong Yang
Section XII TAIPEI Chao Chang Chan
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Choo-Soo Teo

The meeting site was the Intercontinental Hotel, Sydney, Australia on September 16 and 17, 2003.

Charles L. Siroky presented a draft public relations brochure to the Council for comment. This will be translated in several languages on hard copy or disk for use by all Sections. The cost of production will be de-frayed by each Section. The council approved the concept of an Image Brochure.

Master Fellow Heun Taek Jhee of Korea was awarded the 2003 Ottofy-Okumura Award.

The President’s stipend was increased by US $2,500.

The Central Office Evaluation Form was approved.

A motion was approved to “Combine 2003 and 2004 Globe and publish every April thereafter.”

A Leadership Manual for each officer and each Council member should be developed. (The USA manual should be used as a guide.)
The meeting was held at the Peabody Orlando Hotel, Orlando, Florida on September 29 and 30, 2004.

The USA Section (Section 1) was awarded the Ottofy-Okumura Award.

The completed Image Brochure was distributed and is available for Sections to obtain from the ICD website.

A term limit was approved for the Treasurer of four consecutive terms of one year.

The Council ratified the abolishment of the Rehabilitations and Appeals Committee.

The project, “The FICD-Academicians Exchange Program,” was accepted as a College project.

The Editor will develop advertising policies for the Globe.

Master Fellow and former Secretary General Richard Shaffer was honored with the “Bernardo O. Higgins Award” from the President of Chile for improvement of Continuing Education of Chile and South America.

“Establishing Emeritus Status in the College” was approved.

An increase of US$10 to the capitation fee will be considered in 2005.
The meeting was held at the Howard Hotel in Taipei, Taiwan on September 8 and 9, 2005.

The Editor of the Globe, Richard Smith, resigned putting all Globe responsibilities on the Central Office staff. New methods of Globe distribution are being investigated.

John “Jack” V. Hinterman was accepted as the new Editor for the ICD Globe as of September 9, 2005.

A new part of Article 5 (Bylaws), Section B now includes “Emeritus Recognition Award”.

- George Selfridge was voted first Emeritus Deputy Secretary-General.
- William Hawkins, Editor, was voted Emeritus Editor.

An “increase in the capitation fee of US$15 per active Fellow” to US$30 was approved. Capitation fees will be on the Agenda of every Council meeting.

The position of Deputy Secretary General is eliminated until needed.

The structure of the Central Office time-allotment between Section I and the College is being evaluated. A full time Administrative Assistant for the College business was approved. A new Central Office Administrator, Kathleen Bula, was hired on April 4, 2005.

Four (4) new Councilmen were approved to represent the views of Section 20.

It was the sense of the Council that each Section should support at least one (1) Humanitarian or Educational Project.

Former Secretary-General Franklin Kenward passed away. He was instrumental in many of the present initiatives and growth of the Sections.
The Council approved thirteen (13) candidates for Master Fellowship.

The Strategic Thinking Session approved:
- Section I “Fellowship Orientation Program” become an integral part of Inductions worldwide.
- The Communication of the College should be electronic as much as relevant.
- That all publications of the College-At-Large be made revenue-neutral by soliciting advertising.

OFFICERS:
President - Chao-Chang Chan, Taipei
President Elect - Donald E. Johnson, USA
Vice President – Norinaga Moriyama, Japan
Treasurer - James P. Kerrigan, USA
Editor – John V. Hinterman, USA
Secretary General - Robert E. Brady, USA
Deputy Secretary General - George D. Selfridge, USA

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL:
Section I USA Wiliam R. Clitheroe
Section I USA Anthony L. Di Mango
Section I USA Joseph R. Kenneally
Section I USA Emanuel W. Michaels
Section I USA Thomas D. Pryse
Section I USA Richard A. Shick
Section I USA Charles M. Simons
Section I USA Charles L. Siroky
Section I USA Vangel R. Zissi
Section I USA Gary W. Lunn
Section II CANADA Mike Suzuki
Section III MEXICO J. Antonio Bello
Section IV SOUTH AMERICA Manfred Seidemann
Section V EUROPE Peter Kotschy
Section V EUROPE Frans Kroon
Section V EUROPE Joseph LeMasney
Section VI INDIA Anil Kohli
Section VII JAPAN Akira Senda
Section VII JAPAN Yoshinori Satoh
Section VIII AUSTRALASIAN Geoffrey C. Hall
Section IX PHILIPPINE Primo E. Gonzales
Section X MIDDLE EAST Levon Karjian
Section XI KOREA Woong Yang
Section XII TAIPEI Yuh-Yuan Shiau
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Jin Fei Yeo
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Armando Berguido
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Christopher Ogunsalu

The meeting was held on October 13 and 14, 2006, at the MGM Grand Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada.

A resolution was offered regretting two (2) USA Section 1 Councilmen who passed away while in office, John Lathrop and Donald Compaan.

A new Central Office Administrator was introduced, Jennifer Greenville, who was hired in September of 2006, bringing the Central Office Staff up to four (4) full time employees.

The Historian of the College is no longer the Secretary-General. The Editor is an ex-officio member of the History Committee.

Seven (7) candidates were proposed for Master Fellowship.

Motion passed to again appoint a Deputy Secretary-General. Vangel R. Zissi, USA, was appointed.

Secretary-General Emeritus, Richard G. Shaffer, USA, was approved.

The Council approved the need for a second Councilman for India.
The Strategic Planning Session approved:
- A biographic sketch booklet be compiled by the Secretary-General.
- Honorary Fellowship was approved for the Queen Mother of Thailand.
- A newsletter of current information was proposed.
- The Standard Rules of the Operations of the College were rescinded.

The meeting was held on November 1 and 2, 2007, at the Nikko Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico.

The College opened an account to receive payments by credit card through MasterCard, Visa or Bank of Hong Kong.

The Executive Committee will develop a standard format at the annual Central Office review.

Dr. J. C. Chandna of India was awarded the Ottofy-Okumura Award.

Section 10, Middle East Section, is expanding (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the Emirates, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar and Yemen).

The International College of Dentists shall establish an independent Central Office at the earliest convenience.

The initial electronic newsletter was tried and will be continued as a part of the ICD year-round communication program.

Four (4) candidates were approved for Master Fellowship.

Nepal will now be part of Section 6, India.

A newly activated Region 32, English-Speaking Caribbean, was established.
OFFICERS:
President - Norinaga Moriyama, Japan
President-Elect - Richard A. Shick, USA
Vice President - Manfred Seidemann, Chile
Treasurer - William R. Clitheroe, USA
Editor - John V. Hinterman, USA
Secretary General - Robert E. Brady, USA
Deputy Secretary General - Vangel R. Zissi, USA

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL:
Section I USA I. Leon Aronson
Section I USA Anthony L. Di Mango
Section I USA Joseph R. Kenneally
Section I USA Emanuel W. Michaels
Section I USA Thomas D. Pryse
Section I USA William F. Robinson
Section I USA Charles M. Simons
Section I USA Charles L. Siroky
Section I USA J. Steven Tonelli
Section I USA Vangel R. Zissi
Section II CANADA Garry W. Lunn
Section II CANADA Mike Suzuki
Section III MEXICO J. Antonio Bello
Section IV SOUTH AMERICA Manfred Seidemann
Section IV SOUTH AMERICA Pericles Correa de Freitas
Section V EUROPE Peter Kotschy
Section V EUROPE Frans H. M. Kroon
Section V EUROPE Joseph F. Lemasney
Section VI INDIA Rajesh Chandna
Section VI INDIA Anil Kohli
Section VII JAPAN Yoshinori Satoh
Section VII JAPAN Akira Senda
Section VIII AUSTRALASIAN Clive B. Ross
Section IX PHILIPPINE Primo E. Gonzales
Section X MIDDLE EAST Levon Karjian
Section X MIDDLE EAST Cedric P. Haddad, Jr.
Section XI KOREA Woong Yang
Section XII TAIPEI Yuh-Yuan Shiau
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Jin Fei Yeo
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Armando Berguido
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Christopher Ogunsalu

The International Council meeting was held on October 14 and 15, 2008 in the Presidio Room of the Grand Hyatt Hotel in San Antonio, Texas, U.S.A.

The report of the Transition Committee for separation from the USA Section in administration made three recommendations. All three recommendations were approved by the Council to be functioning by January 1, 2010.

1. A separate College-at-Large Central Office should be established within the same building as the USA Section and preferable on the same floor. There should also be a telephone to and from each office.

2. The office should be staffed by a full time Central Office Administrator and a part time Secretary General.

3. The Executive Committee will continue with oversight of the thirteen steps of the Search Committee which begins at the 2008 meeting of the Council. The Executive Committee should also have oversight over the finalization of the budget.

The College ICD webpage is to be restructured and will offer assistance to Section who do not have their own webpage. Many Sections have their own websites.

China presented a detailed historical presentation and will pursue the idea of becoming an Autonomous Section.

Eight (8) distinguished Fellows from several Sections were approved as Master Fellow.

The Council encouraged all Sections and Regions to improve the correctness of their Roster and to develop reliable email address lists.

The Council approved a motion to endorse IVIDENT, The International Virtual Dental School.
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OFFICERS:
President - Richard A. Shick, USA
President-Elect - Manfred Seidemann, Chile
Vice President – Charles L. Siroky, USA
Treasurer - William R. Clitheroe, USA
Editor - John V. Hinterman, USA
Secretary General - Robert E. Brady, USA
Deputy Secretary General - Vangel R. Zissi, USA

INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL:
Section I USA I. Leon Aronson
Section I USA Anthony L. Di Mango
Section I USA James E. Felix
Section I USA Joseph R. Kenneally
Section I USA Emanuel W. Michaels
Section I USA Thomas D. Pryse
Section I USA Charles M. Simons
Section I USA Charles L. Siroky
Section I USA J. Steven Tonelli
Section I USA Vangel R. Zissi
Section II CANADA Garry W. Lunn
Section II CANADA Mike Suzuki
Section III MEXICO J. Antonio Bello
Section IV SOUTH AMERICA Pericles Correa de Freitas
Section V EUROPE Peter Kotschy
Section V EUROPE Frans H. M. Kroon
Section V EUROPE Joseph F. Lemasney
Section VI INDIA Rajesh Chandna
Section VI INDIA Anil Kohli
Section VII JAPAN Yoshinori Satoh
Section VII JAPAN Akira Senda
Section VIII AUSTRALASIAN Clive B. Ross
Section IX PHILIPPINE Primo E. Gonzales
Section X MIDDLE EAST Levon Karjian
Section XI KOREA Woong Yang
Section XII TAIPEI Yuh-Yuan Shiau
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Armando Berguido
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Christopher Ogunsalu
Section XX INTERNATIONAL Jin Fei Yeo

The International Council meeting was held on May 22 and May 23, 2009, in the Silk Room of the Intercontinental Yokohama Grand Hotel, Yokohama, Japan.

Near the end of 2009, the Council voted electronically to present Secretary General Dr. Robert E. Brady with the most prestigious Ottofyo Okumura Award at the Orlando Council meeting in 2010.

Because of his eleven years of meritorious services, the Council also unanimously approved the title of Secretary General Emeritus for Dr. Robert E. Brady.

After fourteen months of preparation, the entire 2009 year’s major concentration was the successful transition, on January 1, 2010, to a new functional independent office and staff, separate from the USA Section.

On behalf of the College Executive Committee, an Ad Hoc Committee developed a format for the Annual Central Office Review.

As directed by the Council, the Executive Committee conducted the first ever, day-long Central Office review.

The excellent status of *The Globe* was discussed in detail and there was a very strong consensus for its continuation. Advertising sponsorship appears to benefit the College and should be closely reviewed by each Section.

The electronic College Newsletter, “*The College Today*” will continue as an excellent College communication.

China, Region 22A, satisfied all requirements and was approved as Autonomous Section XIV, dated May 23, 2009.
Myanmar, Region 34, satisfied all requirements and was approved as Autonomous Section XIV, dated May 23, 2009.

Reports of the Transition Committee Search Committee and Office Site Selection Committee were presented to the Council. The recommendation was unanimous to make Dr. J. Terrell Hoffeld the Secretary General of the College. Unanimous approval was then voted by the Council.

A paid consultant will be comprehensively utilized when hiring the Central Office Administrator.

The length of all Council meetings will be increased to two days duration and held annually in the October-November timeframe for more efficient governance.

The title Councilman will be changed to Councilor henceforth to be gender neutral.

The first ever Councilor Orientation was conducted using the College Procedure Manual.

Guyana, French Guiana and Suriname will be removed from Section IV and placed in Region 32 of Section XX.

The Media Resource Document and Tag Press Release were adopted as preferred texts for the introduction of the ICD to the public and profession.

Four Fellows were approved as Master Fellows.

By conference call, $22,000 was approved to redesign the College website.

The next Council meeting will be in Orlando, Florida, USA, on October 5-8, 2010 in the Peabody Hotel.
New Independent ICD Central Office
On January 4, 2010, the newly, independent College Central Office officially opened at 1010 Rockville Pike, Suite 510, Rockville, MD 20852, USA. Fellow J. Terrell Hoffeld became the new ICD Secretary General and Mrs. Kathleen W. Bula, the new College Central Office Administrator.

The Executive Committee conducted an Annual Review of the new Central Office.

Organizational Changes
Fellow Leighton Wier was appointed as a new Parliamentarian.

The Long-term Investment Committee was absorbed by the Finance Committee, with the Treasurer assuming the role of Chairman.

Growth and Development
Section XX’s Region 36-Mongolia was officially inaugurated on September 18, 2010, by Fellows Heun Taek Jhee, Woong Yang and Akira Senda. Master Fellow Heun Taek Jhee delivered the Region 36 Charter. The inauguration event included a Fellowship Orientation Program and a keynote Induction Ceremony Speech. Fifteen outstanding colleagues were granted the Honor of ICD Fellowship. Fellow Bazar Amarsaikhan, Dean of the School of Dentistry, Health Sciences, University of Mongolia, was elected Region 36’s Regent. Fellow Jhee was appointed the New Region’s Mentor. Fellows Yang and Senda were named Associate Mentors.

The following new Regions were registered and named: Region 34-Cameroon, Nigeria and Ghana; Region 35-Kenya, Uganda; Region 37-Turkey; and Region 38-Tanzania.

Brunei was added to Region 25, which is now called “Singapore, Indonesia and Brunei.”

Fellow Hamid Adeli-Nadjafi led the revitalization process of ICD Region 30-Iran. On May 13, a “General Assembly and Regional Conventional of the ICD in Iran” was held, and later, an Induction Ceremony. For these events, Secretary General Terry Hoffeld prepared and sent some Opening Remarks, and President Seidemann, a Keynote Speech and a Fellowship Orientation Program.

Fellows Hien Ngo (Australia), Yeo Jin Fei (Singapore), Huynh Anh Lan and Hoang Tu Hung (Vietnam), and Manfred Seidemann (South America) initiated efforts to revitalize the ICD-Vietnam Region.

Fellow Woong Yang began taking step to bring the ICD to Kazakhstan.

An initiative was launched to bring the ICD to Egypt. Section X – especially the Lebanese Fellows – was assigned the responsibility of coordinating a plan to form Section XX-Egypt Region.

Important advances were made to bring the College to Africa. Section I Fellow Robert B. O’Neal sponsored two outstanding colleagues from Cameroon. Fellow Christopher Ogunsalu was very active in laying the foundation to bring the ICD to Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania.

Presidential Visitations
Visits were made to: the Philippine Islands, South Korea, India, Chinese Taipei, Japan, Europe, Australasia, South America, China, USA and the Middle East Sections (listed sequentially); and to the Vietnam and Singapore Regions. President-
elec Charles Siroky made an official visit to the Canada Section and to Section IV’s Paraguay District, representing The College in the Annual Meetings and Initiation Ceremonies.

**Fellowship Relations**
Fellows with registered e-addresses were sent birthday greetings.

Fellows were recognized for their outstanding non-ICD achievements.

The Section Presidents and Registrars received written invitations to attend the Orlando (2010) International Council Meeting.

Life Members now have the option of receiving an electronic version of *THE GLOBE* for free, or a hardcopy version for US$20 annually.

**Honors and Awards**
Thirteen distinguished Candidates were approved for Master Fellowships:

**Section III-Mexico**
- Fellow Maria Cristina Eguiarte Ortega

**Section IV-South America**
- Fellow Cesario Ramos Machado
- Fellow Amilcar Werneck de Cavalho Vianna

**Section V-Europe**
- Fellow Frans Kroon

**Section VII-Japan**
- Fellow Tsuyoshi Saito

**Section VIII-Australasia**
- Fellow Geoffrey C. Hall

**Section XII – Chinese Taipei**
- Fellow Tzee-Hwai Lin
- Fellow Chin-Kuang Wen
- Fellow Jenn-Hua Yao

**Section XIII-China**
- Fellow Weiliu Qiu
- Fellow Dazhang Wang
- Fellow Zhenkang Zhang

**Section XX-Region 30**
- Fellow Hamid Adeli-Nadjafi.

Former Secretary General Robert Brady received the Ottofy-Okumura Award.

Master Fellow Donald E. Johnson received a Presidential Award for selfless service rendered to the International College of Dentists.

Fellow Cedric P. Haddad received a Presidential Award for his life-long dedication and service to the Middle East Section and to the College-at-Large.

Fellows Yeo Jin Fei and Hien Ngo received Presidential Awards for their initiatives in revitalizing Region 31-Vietnam.

**Information Dissemination**
Organizational manuals, including *ICD Policy* and *Central Office Operations*, were completed and made available to the International Council.

Honorary and Master Fellows, International Past Presidents, Past Secretaries General, Past Treasurers and Past Editors, as well as Past International Council Venues, are now listed on the College website.

In January, the “President’s Notes” column – a regular, open letter written by the International President to the worldwide Fellowship – was initiated. The column also appears as the “President’s Corner” on the ICD website.

A ten-year ICD History update will be converted to the PDF format, posted on the ICD website, and distributed by e-mail to all of the addressees available in the College Central Office database.

A universal Candidate Information Form (CIF) was created to process Fellowship candidacies.

An “International” Fellowship Orientation Program (FOP, PowerPoint) was developed. The initial part of the presentation can be personalized for each Section. The FOP was presented during Presidential visits and a copy (CD) was given to the Section’s Registrar.

A special initiative was launched to make all Fellows aware of current clinical paradigms for best practices in Dentistry.

**Publications**
*The Globe-2010 Journal*
The College Today News (Vol.4, issues 1, 2 and 3).

College Trademark, Corporate Status, Emblems and Letters
The International College of Dentists Trademark was renewed by International Past President Donald E. Johnson.

Master Fellow Donald E. Johnson officially verified the International College of Dentists Corporate Status in the United States of America. In addition, he confirmed that the College is not required to File Annual Re-registrations, enjoys the “Privilege of No Annual Fees,” and does not have to fulfill the “Registered Agent on File” requirement.

New Councilor Medallions were distributed. Each Councilor must pass the Medallion on to his or her successor upon completion of tenure on the Council. Each Section Registrar also received a Medallion. The Central Office is responsible for keeping an inventory of all Medallions.

A revised set of instructions for the use of the letters F.I.C.D. was approved.

The Presidential Collar and Medallion were restored. Twenty-one missing nameplates, each with the name of a Past President, were remade by hand and added to the collar.

The Editor’s Task Force began developing a new ICD Logo for all of the College’s publications.

2010 Executive Committee Meetings
- January 8-10, 2010
  The River Inn
  Washington, DC, USA.
- October 5, 2010
  Peabody Orlando Hotel
  Orlando, Florida, USA.

2010 International Council Meeting
During the Annual Gala Dinner, in Orlando, Florida, International Past Presidents were recognized, honored and thanked for their service. Each received a handmade parchment Certificate of Gratitude for their Dedication, Loyalty and Generous Service to the College. Those unable to attend the event received the Certificate via mail.

Retiring International Councilors, Treasurer and Parliamentarian, as well as the retiring THE COLLEGE TODAY Editor, were recognized for their service to the ICD. Each received a handmade parchment Certificate.

During the Council Meeting, the "Miscellaneous Hour" – a presentation about a topic of general interest for the cultural enrichment of a multinational audience – was introduced. Councilor Cedric Haddad presented "The Middle East: Contrasts, Conflicts, Hospitality, History and Faith."

Approved Motions
The term “Induction” was changed to “Initiation.” The term “Capitation Fee” was changed to “Annual Dues.” “Induction Fee” is now “Initiation Fee.”

Annual Dues were increased by US$5.00, effective January 1, 2012. Sections are to adjust their fee invoicing during 2011.

To be eligible for nomination for the Ottofy-Okumura Award, an officer must have completed his or her term at least three full calendar years prior to the year in which he/she is presented as a candidate.

2010 Most Outstanding Project
On January 31, 2010, Section IX-Philippine Islands launched a humanitarian project in close partnership with the Gawad Kalinga (GK) Movement. “Gawad Kalinga,” in the Filipino language, means “to give care.” The ICD-GK Project focuses on providing educational support to squatters or homeless people, helping them change their frame of mind and attain a stable occupation. In addition, it teaches them self-esteem and moral values. It is aimed at helping the uneducated and unskilled to learn a trade to be able to earn a decent living. Essentially, the Project gives the indigent the tools and the attitude to transform their lives and thus become useful and respected citizens.

The Project also seeks to stimulate the more successful members of communities to “get involved,” inculcating the “pleasure of giving and caring.” The ICD-GK Project brings out the best in all participating individuals, regardless their
intellectual, social or material condition. For more details, please refer to The Globe-2010, pages 26-27.
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President – Charles L. Siroky, USA
President-Elect – Garry W. Lunn, Canada
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2011 International Council Meeting in New Delhi, India

2011 HIGHLIGHTS AND YEAR IN REVIEW:
PREPARATION:

A. GOALS

Goals for the year were in place by September 2010 and included:

1) Increase the College’s emphasis on the key characteristics of ICD Fellowship ... HONOR AND PRIDE.

2) Through our words and our deeds, project a vibrant and progressive ... IMAGE OF THE COLLEGE.

3) Empower ICD Fellows everywhere to celebrate and take part in the ... WORLDWIDE ACTIVITIES IF THE COLLEGE.

4) Strive for continuous improvement in all areas of ... COLLEGE COMMUNICATION.

5) Achieve world class proficiency and image in our business practices through ... ENHANCED CENTRAL OFFICE AND COLLEGE WIDE OPERATIONS.

6) Extend the International College of Dentists to under-represented areas through ... NUMERIC GROWTH AND GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION.

They were presented to the worldwide Fellowship in the January 2011 President’s Notes.
B. COMMITTEES, CHARGES AND LIASONS

By October 2010, Committee Chair, Committee members and Committee charges were in place. New this year was the assignment of a Liaison from the Executive Committee to each committee to serve as both a conduit and overseer.

C. PRESIDENT’S NOTES

By October 2010, the organization of the President’s Notes for the year – the subject content and order of appearance were in place. One of the year’s objectives was to take information about the College directly to the individual Fellow. The subjects for the year were: 1/11 – Welcome and Goals; 2/11 – Meaning of ICD Fellowship to me; 3/11 – Pathways to Fellowship; 4/11 – Leadership; 5/11 – Growth and Development; 6/11 – Mid-Year Report; 7/11 – Ethics; 8/11 – Humanitarianism; 9/11 – Professionalism; 10/11 – Philanthropy; 11/11 – Report to the International Council; and, 12/11 – Farewell and Year-End Report.

D. PRESIDENTIAL PROJECT VISUALIZATION – PROJECT 55

The ICD has about 140 projects around the world combining the totals from our Sections and Regions. The Sections will be asked to submit their best 5 projects from the last 5 years. They will then be summarized as to the genesis, history, actions and results of these projects and all will be listed in a document titled PROJECT 55. After completion, each Section will be sent a copy electronically and it will be posted on the ICD website (www.icd.org). It is designed to aid any Section or Region or individual Fellow looking for something new to try or something to consider and imitate.

E. PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS AND INTERNATIONAL FELLOWSHIP ORIENTATION PROGRAM

Both my Presidential Address and the IFOP were completed by November, 2010, but both were customized for each Section visited prior to presentation. In my Presidential Address, I told a story of a magical tree – “The ICD Tree” and said:

- TREE OF KNOWLEDGE – Helping us share dental knowledge worldwide.
- TREE OF SERVICE – Helping us provide charitable works and humanitarian projects.
- TREE OF FRIENDSHIP – Helping us cultivate cordial relations within the profession.
- TREE OF INSIGHT – Helping us recognize distinguished service to the profession and the public.
- TREE OF STANDARDS – Helping us uphold the highest standards of professional competence and personal ethics.
- TREE OF LOVE – Helping us respect and understand one another regardless of age, gender, nationality, ethnic origin, language or culture.

The International Fellowship Orientation Program (IFOP) was an 80 slide PowerPoint customized presentation to acquaint new Fellows with their College.

F. TEAM LEADERSHIP MEETING

In December, 2010, the President, President-Elect and Vice President met for an Informal Team Leadership Meeting. Many items were discussed and plans made to take everything to the full Executive Committee. The genesis of this meeting, started in 2009 by Past President Manfred Seidemann, was to build continuity from year to year.

GOVERNANCE:

A. JANUARY 19-20 EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE (1)

The Executive Committee met in Washington, D.C. in mid-January 2011. The first meeting is designed as a planning meeting, outlining goals and objectives for the year, affirming assignments and dealing with policy decisions passed by the International Council the preceding fall. The ICD Treasurer, Clive Ross, of Auckland, New Zealand, attended the meeting virtually via Skype. He is overhauling our financial records. The Executive Committee also serves as a Central Office Review Board.

Significant Issues:

1. Approved Agenda Items:
   - The concept of an Editorial and Publication Resource Library for use by Section Editors.
   - Adopted a policy statement on the use of the term “Chinese Taipei” as the geographical designation for Section XII.
   - The title Secretary General is solely for the College at Large Chief Executive. The title for the Chief Executive of the Sections is Registrar.
• To recommend to the International Council a Strategic Planning Session for the 2012 Annual Meeting.

2. Secretary General J. Terrell (Terry) Hoffeld submitted his resignation at the conclusion of the Meeting. He agreed to remain in position until April 30, 2011 allowing time for the Executive Committee to fill the position.

3. College Vice President, Leon Aronson, was named to head a Search Committee.

4. College Editor, Jack Hinterman, submitted his name to fill the position.

5. The Executive Committee unanimously endorsed the candidacy of Dr. Hinterman and decided not to activate the Search Committee.

6. Central Office Administrator Kathleen Bula to staff the office in the interim assisted by the Executive Committee and SG Hoffeld. Unfortunately, SG Hoffeld sustained a serious back injury and was confined to bed for several months, but offered assistance as needed. He has since recovered nicely without the need for surgical intervention. Secretary General John V. (Jack) Hinterman assumed his new position on April 1, 2011, a month ahead of schedule.

7. Sheldon Dov Sydney accepted the position of College at Large Editor effective May 1, 2012. Dov had the unanimous support of the Executive Committee. He is the current Editor of the ICDigest, the Journal of Section V-Europe and the ICD Eurogram, Europe’s electronic newsletter. He will also be in charge of our electronic newsletter, The College Today, and other publications.

8. Approved the 2011 updated versions of the ICD Policy Manual and ICD Central Office Operations Manual. I volunteered to begin this project in 2009 and will continue the effort through the end of 2011.

9. Agreed to hire a Certified Public Accountant (Mark Zimmerman) as needed.

B. JUNE 4 VIRTUAL EC MEETING (2)

Based on the successful use of Skype for the “virtual” attendance of ICD Treasurer Clive Ross during the 2011 Executive Committee, a “virtual” meeting of the entire Executive Committee was held. We focused on three areas” College at Large finances, International Council Committees status and new business which had surfaced since the beginning of the year. All in all, we dealt with 29 items. Secretary General Jack Hinterman provided a copy of the June EC meeting minutes to the Councilors in early July 2011.

C. NOVEMBER 10 EC MEETING (3)

The Executive Committee met to discuss those items of a complex or controversial nature for the purposes of Executive Committee understanding and efficient management of the Council Meeting.

D. NOVEMBER 11-12 INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ANNUAL MEETING

The ICD Annual Meeting of the International Council was held in New Delhi, India, concurrently with the Section VI-India’s Annual Meeting. Additionally, Section VI-India sponsored a Global Dental Congress dovetailed with both meetings. Section VI hosted the Council to a welcoming reception and dinner the first evening (11-10-12) complete with welcoming gifts of an Indian shawl, Anthurium flower and a tilika (red dot on forehead). On 11-12-12 the Council was asked to attend the Inauguration (Opening Session) of the Global Dental Congress and later that second evening we were again their guests for dinner and a Cultural Event (Classical Indian Dance Program). We had two further functions with our hosts – a dinner at a local restaurant on the final day of the Annual Meeting (11-12-11) and the dinner following the Induction (11-13-11) at the Hotel LaLit. The India, Sri Lanka and Nepal Section is to be congratulated for serving as warm and gracious hosts during the 5+ days most of us spent in their country. They also provided a bus for all those who chose to visit the Taj Mahal in Agra, India. Many of us did and we all enjoyed the beauty of one of the Seven Wonders of the World.

The International Council business was addressed in a spirited but orderly manner. During the Strategic Thinking Session the subject of “Value of Fellowship” was fully discussed and will provide ideas for the College leadership to enhance this value for the next generation of Fellows. The Council adopted a new Logo for use by the CAL and the Sections in their correspondence initially with possible other uses in the future. This new Logo does not replace the key which is our traditional symbol. The Council also:

• Approved a balanced 2012 budget.
• Made positive decisions on our database system.
• Rescinded a 2010 decision on a fee for the Globe in hard copy to Life members.
• Forwarded many Governance changes to the 2012 Bylaws committee for consideration by next year’s Council.
• Councilor Woong Yang was elected Vice President of the CAL starting 1-1-12.
• Approved three Sections’ bids for hosting future Council Meetings: Chengdu, China in 2013; Australasia in 2012 (Auckland, NZ or Sydney, AU); Europe in 2015.
• Eliminated the position of Deputy Secretary General effective 12-31-12.

A. NOVEMBER 13 EC MEETING (4)
The Executive Committee met in an informational meeting the day after the International Council’s Annual Meeting to review the actions of the IC and to begin planning for the 2012 year.

VISITATIONS:
During the course of the year I was privileged to visit 8 Sections. They included in order of Visitation: Section XIV Myanmar; Section XIII-China; Section VII-Japan, Section XII-Chinese Taipei; Section XI-Korea; Section V-Europe; Section III-Mexico; Section I-United States of America; Section VI-India. Each visitation was very memorable. My hosts treated me as though I was visiting royalty, and I am most appreciative of all the gracious hospitality, wonderful entertainment, variety of cuisines and the friendships made. My participation varied from Section to Section, but in each case I presented my Presidential Message. During most visitations I presented a customized International Fellowship Orientation Program (IFOP), an 80 slide PowerPoint presentation to acquaint new Fellows with their College. I also participated in the Initiation Ceremonies and dined with the local Fellows at the Banquets following the Induction. I sent a similar IFOP to the Sections I could not personally visit as well as a CD of my Presidential Address.

GROWTH & DEVELOPMENT
Growth and Development is essential for our College if we are to remain the preeminent dental honorary organization. This includes both numeric growth of existing Sections and Regions and geographic expansion of the College into unserved areas of the world. Expansion work started by 2010 International President Manfred Seidemann, 2010/11 Growth and Development Chairman Cedric Haddad and others continued in 2011 and will reach fruition in early 2012 in Africa and Kazakhstan and Viet Nam.

PERSONAL RELATIONS WITH FELLOWS
• Letters of congratulations in Recognition of Fellows for outstanding accomplishments in 2011.
• Letters of condolences to families of ICD Fellows who passed away in 2011.
• Birthday Congratulations to Fellows in 2011 for whom we had E-mail addresses.

HONORS
• Number of Fellowships granted in 2011 – 615
• Number of Master Fellowships granted in 2011 – 7

MAJOR ACCOMPLISHMENTS
• Goals for the year realized.
• Project 55 completed.
• Presidential Notes (It seems to me…) especially those on ideals to strive for:
  Meaning of ICD Fellowship to me; Pathways to Fellowship; Leadership; Ethics;
  Humanitarianism; Professionalism; Philanthropy.
• Presidential Address: The ICD Tree.
• Customized International Fellowship Orientation Program.

REFLECTION – OTTOFY, OKUMURA AND ME
I have wondered what our visionary founders would have to say if they could see the ICD today. I think they would be very pleased with the cordiality that exists today among dentists in all parts of the world. That was their first objective and it is still fundamental to the College. Similarly I think they would not be surprised by the continued emphasis on education. ICD Fellows and Sections worldwide continually provide opportunities for CE - offering the latest in dental research, clinical dental techniques and procedures and public health concepts. As the world’s dentists improve their knowledge, the public they serve is benefited as well, another of their goals. Of course, with globalization and the shrinking world, it is much easier to offer Continuing Education in a myriad of formats and venues. They might be a little surprised by the many and varied humanitarian projects being provided by ICD Fellows all over the world. Or would they? Humanitarianism is just a logical extension of education, after all - ICD Fellows offering humanity the benefits of their knowledge and living the Motto of the College: Recognizing Service and the Opportunity to Serve. I also feel they would be most pleased, if a little surprised, at the growth of the College.
The year is over, but the memories will last my lifetime. I have given the position of ICD President all that I had to give, met many wonderful people in many wonderful places and tried to convey the feelings of Pride, Honor and Sense of Ownership that I possess to all in the College. I hope I had some success.

Garry W. Lunn